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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2012-2013 


Texas A&M Sigma Delta 


 


A. Initiations 


1. Selection Process 


The selection process each semester begins with our department sending us a list of students 


who are eligible to join. The eligibility requirements to join are two-fold. First is the credit 


hour requirement. Actually, for our chapter, we have chosen to make it more of a class 


specific credit hour requirement. Instead of saying a set number of hours must be completed, 


say 60, we require our pledges to have completed, or be currently registered for, MEEN 260 


(Mechanical Measurements). MEEN 260 is generally taken the first semester of a student’s 


junior year and therefore they normally do meet the 60 hour mark. The reason we have 


chosen to base eligibility off of a class instead of 60 hours is because there may be a case 


where a student is over 60 hours, but has yet to take any mechanical engineering classes. A 


student can surpass 60 credit hours by taking all their basic, university required classes and 


waiting on their MEEN classes. In this case, even though a student’s GPA may meet the 


requirement, they have not proved themselves in the mechanical engineering curriculum and 


therefore should not be eligible for Pi Tau Sigma.  


That brings about the second requirement for eligibility and that is GPA. To be eligible for 


acceptance into our chapter of Pi Tau Sigma, juniors must be in the top 25% of their class 


and seniors must be in the top 35%. Generally speaking, the GPA that normally meets these 


percentage requirements is a 3.5-3.6 on a 4.0 scale. One final topic that should be discussed 


concerning the selection process is graduate students and faculty. The eligibility requirements 


for graduate students that we induct are based off of the rules set forth in the National 


Constitution. The same is true for the induction of faculty. Starting Fall 2012, our chapter 


decided that we should start inducting two faculty members into Pi Tau Sigma each semester. 


This was decided because no faculty members have been inducted in years, while retirements 


and school transfers have reduced the number of member faculty in our department. The 


officers of our chapter realized the need for faculty involvement in our activities and this is 


what spurred our decision to elect more faculty into Pi Tau Sigma.  


Once we get the names of eligible pledges, we send letters in the mail, one to their personal 


address and one to their parents. Secondly, we reach out to the eligible pledges through email 


inviting them to attend an informational session. We hold two such sessions in order to 


accommodate varying schedules. These sessions provide us a chance to tell prospective 


pledges more about our organization, why they should join and how they can benefit, and the 


requirements to join.  


2. Requirements 


The requirements for initiates to join our chapter of Pi Tau Sigma seem to be a hot topic that 


ends up getting discussed every semester. Our chapter is continually trying to increase its 







pledge class, and through surveys, it is always determined that the number one reason for 


students passing up the chance to join our society is that they think it will be too much work. 


Although this is a valid argument, there is a flip side and that is, without requiring anything 


to pledge, membership in the society won’t mean anything. Looking at one’s GPA is enough 


to determine their intelligence and work ethic, but when someone goes through a lengthy 


process to join Pi Tau Sigma, it gives them a leg up on their peers. It shows they took 


initiative and are willing to go above and beyond to further their career. Our chapter is 


always trying to find that seemingly fine line between not having so many requirements that 


students get deterred, and having enough requirements so that it actually means something to 


be a member.  


There are a host of requirements for pledges to complete and they are as follows. To pledge, 


students must pay their dues, pass a pledge quiz, attend two of our four corporate meetings, 


three of our five or six socials, make a pledge board and meet all of its requirements, 


participate in a pledge project, service project, and fundraising project, and lastly, attend the 


Initiation Banquet. For the pledge board, students are given a piece of plywood and must 


make at least one cut, one surface 


treatment, and then get signatures 


from all of the officers and pledges, 


and a certain number of signatures 


from active members and faculty 


members. The pledge project 


differs each semester but is 


intended to be a way in which the 


pledges can further our 


organization, generally through an 


increase in publicity. The service 


and fundraising projects require 


pledges to serve the community 


and raise money for our 


organization, respectively.  


3. Initiation Ceremony 


Our Induction Ceremony is held 


during dead week, the week before finals. It usually starts around 7PM and lasts until close to 


9:30 or 10:00PM. The ceremony for the fall semester was held December 5
th


 and 13 students 


and 2 faculty members were inducted. The ceremony for the spring semester was held on 


May 1
st
 and 23 students and 1 faculty member were inducted. Our Induction Ceremony 


begins with dinner whereby a local catering company serves us a buffet offering and after 


dinner we have speaker give a presentation. In the fall semester, the speaker was a 


mechanical engineering professor giving a presentation over his research, and the speaker for 


the spring semester was Mr. Richard Rau giving a presentation over the business side of 


engineering. Mr. Rau graduated with a Bachelor’s in mechanical engineering from Texas 


A&M in 1971, is a member of Pi Tau Sigma, and went on to start several engineering firms 


during his career. After the presentations, we go through a few other typical banquet 


activities such as introducing new pledges and recapping what our chapter accomplished 


                      Figure 1. Initiates for Fall 2012 semester. 







during that current semester, and 


then we officially end the banquet 


and ask all guests to leave. That 


leaves only the initiates and the 


officers so that we can proceed to 


the rituals and actual inductions. In 


this portion, the students are led 


outside so that the officers can 


prepare for the inductions. This 


includes turning off the lights and 


getting our lightboard ready. The 


lightboard contains the Pi Tau 


Sigma Crest and Insignia along 


with lights for each important part. 


These lights are turned on 


progressively as each part of the 


Crest and Insignia are introduced 


during the reading of the rituals. 


Once the officers are ready, one of 


them leads the pledges in, with 


their eyes closed, and they form a 


line facing the lightboard. At this 


point, they are asked to open their 


eyes and the President and Vice 


President read them the rituals, having them respond when required. Once this is finished, 


each pledge signs the ‘Blackbook’ and is officially a member of Pi Tau Sigma. This 


completes our Induction Ceremony.  


B. Chapter Activities  


1. Corporate Meetings 


Corporate meetings consist of someone from industry giving us their time in the evenings 


and making a presentation either 


about their company or another 


subject that will help to guide our 


initiates in their future career. 


These meetings give the initiates a 


chance to not only network with 


representatives from some of the 


largest engineering firms, but also 


to learn more about these 


companies and what they are doing 


in terms of research, new 


technology, and the like.  


In the fall semester we had 


speakers from Boeing, Sandia 


          Figure 3. Corporate meeting hosted by Boeing Company. 


Figure 2. Initiates for Spring 2013 semester. 







National Labs, and John Crane. We also had a meeting presented by Dr. Richard Malak of 


our department to discuss his area of research and the pros and cons of gong to graduate 


school. In the spring semester we had speakers from 2H Offshore, Boeing, ExxonMobil, and 


Chevron Phillips.  


2. Socials 


Each semester we have socials where our initiates are able to let loose, have a little fun, and 


network among themselves. In the fall semester we had a social in which we barbequed and 


played volleyball, we had a picture scavenger hunt, a pizza party with the faculty from our 


department, a social where initiates began work on their pledge boards, and a company 


sponsored social. In the spring semester we again did the barbeque/volleyball social, the 


board making social, the faculty pizza lunch social, and we also played ultimate frisbee. 


Pictures of these events can be seen below.  


 


  


Figure 4. Various socials including: pool with DNV, board making, frisbee, and faculty pizza lunch. 







3. Projects 


Each semester, initiates are expected to take part in a pledge project, fundraising project, and 


service project. The fundraising project usually consists of selling t-shirts that have been 


sponsored by an engineering company. The pledge project differs every semester and is 


geared towards either helping our initiates in some way or our chapter as a whole. In the fall 


semester, the pledges built a computer. With the world becoming so dependent on computers, 


we had our initiates undertake this project with the hope that they would not only learn more 


about computers, but also gain a more long-term interest in them. For the spring semester, we 


had them make a light board. The lightboard has a keyboard attached and messages can 


instantly be typed and displayed. This board will sit in the widow of our office and relevant 


messages will scroll through. Pictures of the board can be seen below. For the service project, 


this is a chance for the initiates to give back to the community. Unfortunately, we did not do 


such a project in the fall semester. Our Project Chair showed up to the officer meeting the 


first day of class and informed us that he recently took a co-op offer and would be leaving for 


California in a few days. After that we did a bad job of delegating his duties to another 


officer and long story short, we did not get the service project done. In the spring semester, 


our initiates participated in Big Event. Big Event, the nation’s largest one-day, student run 


service project, gives Aggies a chance to say thank you to the community by going to the 


homes of residents and serving them through chores such as raking, tree trimming, painting, 


mulching, moving heavy objects, and much more. Pictures of this event can also be seen 


below.    


 


 


 


Figure 5. Lightboard built as a part of Pledge Project. 







 


 


Figure 6. Pictures from Big Event in Spring 2013. 


 


C. Other 


For more information, please see our website.  


http://pitausigma.tamu.edu 


 



http://pitausigma.tamu.edu/






Texas A&M Sigma Delta 
Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas 


Chartered May 21, 1964. Number 77. 
 
Goals for 2008-2009 


Our goals for the 2008-2009 academic year 
were to increase departmental visibility and 
active member participation. Through 
increased departmental visibility, we showcase 
the honor society. The intent is to promote the 
honor society among the students to encourage 
future initiates to pledge. Increasing active 
member participation helps the interaction of 
upperclassmen with underclassmen and opens 
the door to more event ideas. 


Activities 
Over the past academic year, Sigma Delta 
continued many traditional events and 
established a few new events. Both semesters 
we had our many pledge meetings with 
company presentations. We held the 
traditional softball game and faculty pizza 
party both academic semesters. Our socials 
included dinners, tailgates, bowling, and 
cookouts. In the fall, we participated in 
Replant, a student-run environmental service 
project where trees are planted each year by 
thousands of volunteers. In the spring, we 
participated in Big Event, a student-run 
community service project where various 
service projects are completed to help beautify 
the community of College Station. For a 
spring fundraiser, we ran a carwash on a 
Saturday morning. We also continued our 
“Rent-a-Pledge” fundraiser, where pledges are 
rented out to professors for miscellaneous 
work, often cleaning out their offices. 


Graduates 
No access to graduation records. 


Awards & Recognition 
Dr. Tim Jacobs – John Weese Teaching 


Excellence Award 
Names of New Members 
Fall 2008 Pledges 


Tyler Allen Colin Bailie 
Rameen Bakhtiary Kristen Barger 
Brian Bentley Brian Burton 
Chad Cowser Max Davies 
Randy Faas Daniel Higginbotham 
Zachary Holland Chris Kenefake 
Madeleine Kopp Michael Krejci 
Preston Lockwood Christopher Maslonka 
Bryan McCurry Wesley Moran 
Jonathan Paschel Elbert Pramudya 
Rusty Richardson Curtis Spraggins 


Benjamin Volk Ben Winsett 
Kate Yoder Jesse Younger 


Spring 2009 Pledges 
Edgar Diaz Miles Egbert 
Kyung-Min Hong Brandon Kirst 
Travis Prochaska Jessica Schulz 
Cory Sparwasser 


Transfer of Responsibilities 
Officer transition meetings were held at the 
end of the Fall 2008 and Spring 2009 
semesters to help transition new officers into 
their positions and allow the officers to get to 
know each other better.  Outgoing officers 
passed down their knowledge and material, 
and everyone enjoyed a dinner out together. 


Plans for 2009-2010 
This coming academic year we plan to 
continue our plans to increase our 
departmental visibility and increase active 
member participation. Additionally we are 
plan to increase our fundraising efforts and 
pursue a national convention bid. We will 
continue our participation in service projects 
and traditional activities. 


Chapter Officers 
President Chris Bily 
Vice President Christine Weiblen 
President-Elect Ben Volk 
Treasurer Kyle Humphreys 
Recording Secretary Travis Prochaska 
Corresponding Secretary Edgar Diaz 
Pledge Chair Michael Levert 
Social Chair Ben Volk 
Corporate Relations Preston Lockwood 
Membership Chair Peter Cowan 
Public Relations Miles Egbert 
Fundraising Chair Kate Yoder 


Chapter Advisor 
Dr. Eric Peterson 


Contact Information 
http://pitausigma.tamu.edu/ 
president@pitausigma.tamu.edu 


Reporter 
Chris Bily 
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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2013-2014 


 Texas A&M Sigma Delta  


 


A. Initiations 
1. Selection Process 


The selection process each semester begins with our department sending us a list of students 
who are eligible to join. The eligibility requirements to join are two-fold. The first portion is 
the credit hour requirement. Actually, for our chapter, we have chosen to make it more of a 
class specific credit hour requirement. Instead of saying a set number of hours must be 
completed, say 60, we require our pledges to have completed, or be currently registered for, 
MEEN 260 (Mechanical Measurements). MEEN 260 is generally taken the first semester of a 
student’s junior year and therefore they normally do meet the 60 hour mark. The reason we 
have chosen to base eligibility off of a class instead of 60 hours is because there may be a 
case where a student is over 60 hours, but has yet to take any mechanical engineering classes. 
A student can surpass 60 credit hours by taking all their basic, university required classes and 
waiting on their MEEN classes. In this case, even though a student’s GPA may meet the 
requirement, they have not proved themselves in the mechanical engineering curriculum and 
therefore should not be eligible for Pi Tau Sigma.  


The second requirement for eligibility is GPA. To be eligible for acceptance into our chapter 
of Pi Tau Sigma, juniors must be in the top 25% of their class and seniors must be in the top 
35%. Generally speaking, the GPA that normally meets these percentage requirements is a 
3.5-3.6 on a 4.0 scale. One final topic that should be discussed concerning the selection 
process is graduate students and faculty. The eligibility requirements for graduate students 
that we induct are based off of the rules set forth in the National Constitution. The same is 
true for the induction of faculty. This year we inducted two faculty members to increase the 
faculty involvement with Pi Tau Sigma. Our chapter continually selects new faculty to add as 
members of Pi Tau Sigma in order to maintain prominence in the Mechanical Engineering 
Department.  


Once we get the names of eligible pledges, we send letters in the mail, one to their personal 
address and one to their parents. This year we are going to begin to send the letters out at the 
first of August and mid December in order to get support from family members. Secondly, 
we reach out to the eligible pledges through email inviting them to attend an informational 
session. We hold two such sessions in order to accommodate varying schedules. These 
sessions provide us a chance to tell prospective pledges more about our organization, why 
they should join and how they can benefit, and finally the requirements to join.  


2. Requirements 


The requirements for initiates to join our chapter of Pi Tau Sigma seem to be a hot topic that 
ends up getting discussed every semester. Our chapter is continually trying to increase its 
pledge class, and through surveys, it is always determined that the number one reason for 







students passing up the chance to join our society is that they think it will be too much work. 
Although this is a valid argument, there is a flip side and that is, without requiring anything 
to pledge, membership in the society won’t mean anything. Looking at one’s GPA is enough 
to determine their intelligence and work ethic, but when someone goes through a lengthy 
process to join Pi Tau Sigma, it gives them a leg up on their peers. It shows they took 
initiative and are willing to go above and beyond to further their career. Our chapter is 
always trying to find that seemingly fine line between not having so many requirements that 
students get deterred, and having enough requirements so that it actually means something to 
be a member. In an attempt to target the lower level students, we are going to open up social 
events and service projects to the Department of Mechanical Engineering for future 
semesters. The idea behind this is to create a brand for Pi Tau Sigma at Texas A&M. This 
brand will be seen as the next generation of leaders, and will entice younger students to 
aspire to be a member of Pi Tau Sigma. 


There are a host of requirements for pledges to complete and they are as follows. To pledge, 
students must pay their dues, pass a pledge quiz, attend two of our four or five corporate 
meetings, two of our five or six socials, make a pledge board and meet all of its requirements, 
participate in a pledge project, service project, and fundraising project, and lastly, attend the 
Initiation Banquet. For the pledge board, students are given a piece of plywood and must 
make at least one cut, apply one surface treatment, and then get signatures from all of the 
officers and pledges, and a certain number of signatures from active members and faculty 
members. The pledge project differs each semester but is intended to be a way in which the 
pledges can further our organization, generally through an increase in publicity. The service 
and fundraising projects require pledges to serve the community and raise money for our 
organization, respectively.  


3. Initiation Ceremony 


Our Induction Ceremony is held during dead week, the week before finals. It usually starts 
around 7:00 PM and lasts until close to 9:30 or 10:00 PM. The ceremony for the fall semester 
was held December 2nd and 16 students and one faculty member and one industry leader who 
earned his Ph.D. from Texas A&M University were inducted. The ceremony for the spring 
semester was held on April 30th and 15 students were inducted. Our Induction Ceremony 
begins with dinner catered by a local restaurant usually in buffet style. After dinner the 
keynote speaker gives a presentation. In the fall semester, the speaker was Dr. Richard 
Alexander, retired Department Head of Engineering Technology and Industrial Distribution 
and Mechanical Engineering professor from Texas A&M giving a presentation over 
becoming a better engineer and human being. In the spring semester our incoming faculty 
advisor, Dr. Timothy Jacobs, presented over his research in internal combustion engines and 
the importance in continuing education. Dr. Jacobs has been teaching at A&M for around 9 
years and recently took on the title of Undergraduate Program Coordinator, and concluded 
his presentation with his goals for Pi Tau Sigma over the upcoming years. He is relieving Dr. 
Ranjan, who will be moving to Georgia Tech in the Fall of 2014, as our Faculty Advisor. 
After the presentations, we go through a few other typical banquet activities such as 
introducing new pledges, officers, and giving a chapter update of the current semester. This 
semester was a bit unique as we had a few awards to hand out. The first two awards we gave 
out were to the Mechanical Engineering Department Head Dr. Andreas Polycarpou and the 







Department of Mechanical Engineering. These awards were given in appreciation for the 
collective effort put forth to help produce the National Convention this February. The third 
award given out is an annual award given to an outstanding professor that has impacted the 
undergraduate students in our department. The officer core honored Dr. Harry Hogan for his 
commitment to the undergraduate program, serving as the Undergraduate Program 
Coordinator for the past 10 years. A final unique award was given out to our Faculty 
Advisor, Dr. Devesh Ranjan, for his support to Pi Tau Sigma over the past few years. Dr. 
Ranjan has been responsible for many of the initiatives and the progress the Texas A&M 
chapter has made over the past few years. Dr. Ranjan made some closing remarks before all 
guest were dismissed to begin the initiation process. That leaves only the initiates and the 
officers so that we can proceed to the rituals and actual inductions. In this portion, the 
students are led outside so that the officers can prepare for the inductions. This includes 
turning off the lights and getting our lightboard ready. The lightboard contains the Pi Tau 
Sigma Crest and Insignia along with lights for each important part. These lights are turned on 
progressively as each part of the Crest and Insignia are introduced during the reading of the 
rituals. Once the officers are ready, one of them leads the pledges in, with their eyes closed, 
and they form a line facing the lightboard. At this point, they are asked to open their eyes and 
the President and Vice President read them the rituals, having them respond when required. 
Once this is finished, each pledge signs the ‘Blackbook’ and is officially a member of Pi Tau 
Sigma. This completes our Induction Ceremony.  


 
Figure 1. Fall 2013 Pledge Class 


 


 
Figure 2. Spring 2014 Pledge Class 


 
  







B. Chapter Activities  
1. Corporate Meetings 


Corporate meetings consist of someone from industry giving us their time in the evenings 
and making a presentation either about their company or another subject that will help to 
guide our initiates in their future career. These meetings give the initiates a chance to not 
only network with representatives from some of the largest engineering firms, but also to 
learn more about these companies and what they are doing in terms of research, new 
technology, and the like. In the fall semester we had speakers from BP, Cameron, Enterprise 
Products, National Instruments, SpaceX, and Stress Engineering. In the spring semester we 
had speakers from Caterpillar, Dow Chemical, Dresser-Rand, and Schlumberger.  


2. Socials 


Each semester we have socials where our initiates are able to let loose, have a little fun, and 
network among themselves and other organizations. In the fall semester we had a social in 
which we barbequed and played volleyball, a pizza party with the faculty from our 
department, a bowling night at Grand Central Station, and a social where initiates began 
work on their pledge boards. In the spring semester we had a social at Mt. Aggie where we 
went sledding, the board making social, the faculty pizza lunch social, and a social where we 
played broomball at the local ice-skating rink. Pictures of these events can be seen below. 


 
Figure 3. Pledge and Prof. lunch 


 
Figure 4. Broomball social 


 
Figure 5. Mt. Aggie social 


 
Figure 6. Pledge Board social 


 







3. Projects 


Each semester, initiates are expected to take part in a fundraising project and service project. 
The fundraising project usually consists of selling t-shirts that have been sponsored by an 
engineering company. Our chapter has begun to focus on service projects each semester. This 
gives pledges an easy opportunity to give back to the community. In the fall our chapter 
adopted Lemon Tree Park through a community development program. The chapter is 
expected to up keep the park for a two-year stent and is a requirement for all pledges. We 
also hosted a canned food drive with through the Department of Mechanical Engineering for 
the month of November. We were able to collect over 200 lbs of canned food for those in 
need of food. For the spring semester, the pledges were again required to participate in a park 
cleanup day. Another big service event we take part in is the Big Event. The Big Event is the 
nation’s largest one-day, student run service project, which gives Aggies a chance to say 
thank you to the community. Students go to the homes of residents and serve them through 
chores such as raking, tree trimming, painting, mulching, moving heavy objects, and much 
more. 


 
Figure 7. Lemon Tree Park cleanup 


 
Figure 8. Big Event service event 


 


C. Other 


Our chapter had the distinct honor of hosting the Pi Tau Sigma National Convention for the 
2013-2014 academic year. This event required a great deal of planning, and ultimately was a 
grand success as a result of all the hard work put in from our officer core.  







 
Figure 9. Group photo of 2014 National Convention 


The event began with a welcome dinner at the Hilton Grand Ballroom, sponsored by BP. Dr. 
Mun Young Choi, National President of Pi Tau Sigma, made an introductory speech about 
the history of Pi Tau Sigma and conducted a roll call to represent each chapter in attendance. 
Dr. Andreas Polycarpou Department Head of Mechanical Engineering at Texas A&M 
University was chosen by the officer core to make the opening keynote speech. In his speech 
Dr. Polycarpou congratulated the students on their success, and encouraged them to continue 
on the path of success, by following their heart, fueling their passion with a desire to make a 
positive impact in the world, and never giving up. 


 
Figure 10. Dr. Andreas Polycarpou giving Friday’s keynote speech 


After the keynote address, breakout discussions and meetings covered the following topics: 
Chapter Best Practices and History of Pi Tau Sigma, Benefits of a Master’s Degree for 
Academic and Industrial Careers, and Convention Planning & Improvement Ideas. 







The breakout sessions were followed by a Friday Night Social Event at Grand Station 
Entertainment in College Station, where students enjoyed a night of bowling, laser tag, mini 
golf and pool. 


 
Figure 11. Dr. Ranjan and Ms. Schafer leading a breakout session 


 
Figure 12. Social event at Grand Central Station 


 


The events of the following day included a preview of the Illinois UC – 2015 100th 


anniversary convention during breakfast. Plenary sessions were held, in which Dr. Alex 
Moutsoglou (National Treasurer of Pi Tau Sigma) gave updates on the current financial 
standing of the organization and votes were cast for  national officers of the society. After 
these plenary sessions a Company Panel Discussion session was hosted on the topic of the 
‘Future of the Mechanical Engineer’, with participation of representatives from 
Halliburton, BP, and Schlumberger. 


 
Figure 13. Company Panel Discussion session 


Lunch was held at the MSC Ballroom sponsored by Schlumberger along with a presentation 
by Larry Leising (Advisor and métier expert at Schlumberger). After lunch, students enjoyed 
light activities such as Chapters Interaction Trivia Event and got their group photo taken. 


A career fair followed, which was a great recruiting event for the convention sponsors, as 
they got to meet the best mechanical engineering students in the country. Special emphasis 







was devoted to the career fair, as the event would not have been possible had it not been for 
the generous donations from the companies in attendance. 


 
Figure 14. Students attending the career fair 


 
Figure 15. Students presenting their research at the poster competition 


 


Professors Aaron Ames, Tim Jacobs, Eric Petersen, Devesh Ranjan and David Staack, in the 
Department of Mechanical Engineering, gave the students individual lab tours, and 
demonstrations of the research being conducted in their labs. These lab tours gave attendees a 
taste of the ground breaking research taking place at Texas A&M. In collaboration with the 
Texas A&M graduate organization, MEGSO, a poster competition for Texas A&M 
Mechanical graduate students was conducted during the career fair, showcasing their 
research. Prizes were given to the top 4 posters. 


 
Figure 16. Various lab tours available to convention attendees 


In the evening all members enjoyed a banquet dinner at the MSC Ballroom, sponsored 
by Halliburton, with a keynote speech by Tim Hunter (Technology Manager at Halliburton). 
Scholarship awards, Outstanding Chapter awards, and Outstanding Report awards were 
presented prior to the keynote speech. 







The students continued to enjoy a Saturday Night Social Event at the Fox and Hound Bar and 
Grill in College Station. 


The following morning, the event began with breakfast, and a report from Dr. Alex 
Moutsoglou, National Secretary and Treasurer of Pi Tau Sigma. The event was a grand 
success, which resulted in several fruitful interactions for the Pi Tau Sigma members with 
peers, educators, and industrial representatives. 


 
Figure 17. National Pi Tau Sigma board members and Texas A&M representatives 


For more information, please see our website.  


http://pitausigma.tamu.edu 








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2019-2020 


Texas A&M Sigma Delta 


 


A. Initiations 


1. Selection Process 


The selection process each semester begins with our department sending us a list of students 
who are eligible to join. To be eligible for acceptance into our chapter of Pi Tau Sigma, 
students must be in the top quarter of the junior class or in the top third of the senior class. 
Generally speaking, the GPA that normally meets these requirements is a 3.5-3.6 on a 4.0 
scale. 


Once we get the names of eligible pledges, we schedule an information session and invite 
eligible pledges by email. We hold two or three sessions each semester in order to 
accommodate varying schedules. These sessions provide us a chance to tell prospective 
pledges more about our organization, why they should join, how they can benefit, and the 
requirements to join. In future semesters, we are looking to send letters in the mail at the 
beginning of August and mid-December in order to get support from family members and 
increase membership. 


2. Requirements 


The requirements for initiates to join our chapter of Pi Tau Sigma are discussed at the 
beginning of each semester and adjusted based on the feedback of pledges from the previous 
semester. Our chapter is working to increase its pledge class every semester, and a popular 
reason that students pass up the opportunity to join our society is that they think it will be too 
much work on top of their rigorous coursework. Although this argument is valid and we 
work to accommodate our pledges and their schedules, membership in the society would 
have little significance if they don’t have requirements to satisfy. Looking at one’s GPA is 
enough to determine their intelligence and work ethic, but when someone goes through a 
lengthy process to join Pi Tau Sigma, it gives them a leg up on their peers. It shows they took 
initiative and are willing to go above and beyond to further their career. Our chapter is 
continually trying to find that fine line between not having so many requirements that 
students get deterred, and having enough requirements so that it actually means something to 
be a member.  


There are a host of requirements for pledges to complete. Pledges must pay their dues, pass a 
pledge quiz, make a pledge board, earn at least 4 points by attending events throughout the 
semester, and attend the Initiation Banquet. For the pledge board, students are given a piece 
of plywood and must make at least one cut, apply one surface treatment, and then get 
signatures from all of the officers and pledges, five active members, and five faculty 
members. Pledges can earn their points by going to socials, participating in service projects, 
and attending corporate speaker meetings, but we require that at least one of those points 







comes from attending a corporate speaker meeting and one comes from participating in a 
service project. 


Because of COVID-19, we were forced to make some changes to the requirements for the 
spring semester. Since we were unable to hold the pledge board social or any corporate 
speaker meetings prior to spring break, we had to remove these requirements for the 
semester. Due to the limited number of socials we were able to hold prior to the campus 
closing, we also had to reduce the number of required points. For the spring semester, 
pledges were allowed to be initiated if they had already earned two points by attending 
events prior to campus closure, paid their dues, passed the pledge quiz, and attended the 
virtual Initiation Banquet. These pledges were encouraged to create a pledge board during the 
Fall 2020 semester so that they would be able to gain the full pledge experience. All other 
potential pledges were encouraged to join during the Fall 2020 semester and were promised 
that their attendance from the spring semester would carry over to the fall term. 


3. Initiation Ceremony 


Our Initiation Ceremony is typically held on the last day of classes, which is a couple of days 
before finals begin. It usually starts around 7:00 pm and lasts until about 8:30 pm. The 
ceremony for the fall semester was held Wednesday, December 4th and 10 pledges were 
inducted. Typically, our banquet begins with dinner catered by a local restaurant. In the fall 
semester, dinner was catered by Olive Garden. After dinner, pledges submit their pledge 
boards and are led outside so that the officers can prepare for the inductions and all officer 
and actives can vote on their favorite pledge board. The winner of the pledge board contest 
earns a cord and stole, purchased by the chapter, to wear at their graduation ceremony. In 
preparing for the ceremony, the pledges are asked to arrange themselves in reverse 
alphabetical order without talking and the officers rearrange the furniture in the room, 
prepare the lightboard, and turn off the lights. The lightboard contains the Pi Tau Sigma crest 
and insignia along with lights for each important part. These lights are turned on 
progressively as each part of the crest and insignia are introduced during the reading of the 
rituals. Once the officers are ready, the pledges are led in with their eyes closed, and 
navigated through the maze formed by the room’s furniture before finally lining up to face 
the lightboard. At this point, they are asked to open their eyes and the President and Vice 
President read them the rituals, having them respond when required. Once this is finished, 
each pledge signs the roll book and is officially a member of Pi Tau Sigma. At this point, the 
Initiation Ceremony is completed. 







 


Figure 1: Fall 2019 Pledge Class 


 


Figure 2: Fall 2019 Officers 


Because of COVID-19, our spring initiation was conducted virtually through Zoom. It was 
held on Tuesday, April 28th and 4 pledges were inducted. The banquet began by completing 
the pledge quiz through Kahoot. After all pledges were confirmed to pass the pledge quiz, the 
initiation ceremony began. Since the ceremony could not be conducted in person and the 
lightboard could not be used, we instead displayed pictures of the insignia and crest 
throughout the ceremony. After the initiation was completed, the pledges and officers 
conducting the ceremony signed the virtual roll book that will be pasted into the official roll 
book once classes resume in person. Because officer elections could not be held in person as 
they typically are, the Fall 2020 officer elections were held at the conclusion of the 
ceremony. At this point, all present were dismissed, but everyone was encouraged to stay 
after and play Jackbox games. 







 


Figure 3: Spring 2020 Pledge Class 


 


Figure 4: Spring 2020 Officers 


 


B. Chapter Activities 


1. Socials 


Each semester we have socials where our initiates are able to have a little fun and network 
among themselves and with the officers and active members. In the fall semester, our first 
social was at Yesterdays Bar and Grill where members could mingle and play pool. We also 
held a Pledge Board Social where our pledges could begin working on their pledge boards. 
We finished out the semester with a “Pizza with Pi Tau Sigma” social in which we invited all 
Pi Tau Sigma actives, faculty members, and pledges to enjoy lunch and conversation, as well 
as provide an opportunity for pledges to get signatures for their boards. Although the spring 
semester was cut short due to COVID-19, we were still able to host a couple of events before 
campus was closed after Spring Break. We hosted a social at Gumby’s Pizza where actives 
and officers were able to reconnect after Winter Break and network with the new pledges. 
We also held a Game Night on campus to give members a fun break from studying for 
midterms. After Spring Break, we had planned on holding another Pledge Board Social, 
attending a baseball or basketball game as an organization, and hosting a Study Social near 







finals to allow our members to gain more points and enjoy more time together. We look 
forward to adding these social events to future semesters to provide more opportunities for 
our members. 


 


Figure 5: Spring 2020 Gumby's Social 


 


2. Corporate Meetings 


Corporate meetings consist of someone from industry giving us their time in the evenings 
and making a presentation either about their company or another subject that will help to 
guide our initiates and actives in their future career. These meetings give our members a 
chance to not only network with representatives from some of the largest engineering firms, 
but also to learn more about these companies and what they are doing in terms of research 
and new technology. In the fall semester we had speakers come from ExxonMobil. We were 
hoping to host a couple of companies during the spring semester, but because our semester 
was cut short, we were unable to hold any corporate meetings in the spring. 


3. Service Projects 


Each semester, initiates are expected to take part in a service project. This gives pledges an 
easy opportunity to give back to the community. In both the fall and spring semesters, our 
chapter continued our tradition of picking up trash at Lemon Tree Park. Another big service 
event we take part in every year is the Big Event. The Big Event is the nation’s largest one-
day, student run service project, which gives Texas A&M students a chance to say thank you 
to their community. Students go to homes of residents and serve them through chores such as 
raking, tree trimming, painting, mulching, moving heavy objects, and much more. While our 
organization was set to participate this spring, this event was unfortunately canceled due to 
COVID-19, but we look forward to participating again when the next event is held. 


4. National Convention 


Thanks to a generous donation from a sponsor arranged through the Texas A&M Mechanical 
Engineering Department, our chapter was able to send four officers to the 2020 Pi Tau Sigma 
National Convention at RIT in Rochester, NY. Our officers really enjoyed the opportunity to 
connect with other members from across the country, see the facilities at RIT, and learn from 







the experiences of engineers through keynote speakers and career panels. We look forward to 
sending another team of officers to the next National Convention. 


 


Figure 6: Officers Attending National Convention 


 


Figure 7: Officers and Other Attendees at Friday Dinner 


 


C. Other 


1. Officers 


Advisor: Dr. Timothy Jacobs 


Fall 2019 


President: Diana Dunman 
Vice President: Joanna Ringhofer 
Treasurer: Immanuel Ponminissery 
Secretary: Hanna Plate 
Social/Service: Aneil Marathi 
Corporate Relations: Naomi Trevino 
Public Relations: Theodore Hughes 


Spring 2020 


President: Diana Dunman 
Vice President: Aneil Marathi 
Treasurer: Immanuel Ponminissery 
Secretary: Hanna Plate 
Social/Service: Moises Vasquez 
Corporate Relations: Naomi Trevino 
Public Relations: Theodore Hughes







2. Additional Information 


For more information, please see our website. 


https://pitausigmatamu.wixsite.com/tamu 



https://pitausigmatamu.wixsite.com/tamu






PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


 


2009-2010 


 


Texas A&M Sigma Delta 


 


A. Initiations 


 


 In the past year Sigma Delta has welcomed 34 new members. These members are 


listed below. 


 


Fall 2009 


December 1
st
, 2009 


Christina Cordaro 


Michael Cox 


Vincent Giglio 


Joshua Gutz 


Kevin Havis 


Chun Hung Ho 


Rebecca Hollkamp 


Rasish Khatri 


Matthew Lane 


Sarah Mannen 


Lauren Martin 


Mason Matlock 


John McElhany 


Erin Roach 


Shelton Smitherman 


Jerome Staha 


Brett Tritton 


 


Spring 2010 


May 4
th


, 2010 


Italo Acuna 


Matthew Daugherty 


Carlos De La Guardia 


Carolyn Estrada 


Stephen Hejl 


Doug Hill 


Joey Marchetti 


Kenneth McCown 


Miles McGowen 


Christy Nam 


Derek Redd 


Kyle Richter 


Karl Schrutka 


Kelvin Singleton Jr. 


Tyler Smith 


Steven Wirkowski 


Philip Zanghi 


 


These members were all academically qualified with a GPA in the top quarter of the 


junior class or in the top third of the senior class. For their induction process, each 


member fulfilled the requirements set by the acting officers. These requirements included 


attendance at all meetings during their pledging semester, completion of a pledge project, 


completion of a pledge board, participation in three social events as well as one 


community service project, and a fund raising activity. Both semesters inducted new 


members through Sigma Delta’s initiation ceremony. Following each initiation, new 


pledges were invited to come out and celebrate with active members. 


 







B. Chapter Activities 


 


 Each semester, Sigma Delta holds 6 pledge meetings. Three of these meetings are 


sponsored through corporate donations. For their donations, there corporations present 


information about their company and how mechanical engineering fits into it. 


Schlumberger, Mustang, NI, and Encana presented in the past year. In addition to 


industry, one meeting a semester is devoted to graduate studies in which a professor 


presents the opportunities graduate school creates. These meetings provide our pledges 


and members a chance to learn more about mechanical engineering as well as about what 


fields may interest them upon graduation. 


 In addition to our pledge meetings, Sigma Delta hosted many social activates. 


These events give our pledges a chance to interact with their fellow pledges as well as to 


meet active members. In the fall of 2009, we held a tailgate cookout before an Aggie 


football game, a dinner at a local restaurant, a pledge meet and greet, and our biannual 


softball game. In the spring, we held our softball game as well as a tailgate before an 


Aggie baseball game, a game night, and a group activity at an Aggie sporting event. For 


many of these activities, our active members came out to enjoy the festivities. 


 Texas A&M University emphasizes the importance of community service and this 


quality is mirrored in Sigma Delta. In the fall of 2009, our members took part in Replant, 


a local service event in which volunteers help plant trees and other shrubbery to promote 


the landscape of College Station. In the spring of 2010, Sigma Delta took part in the 


largest collegiate based community service project in the country. Big Event is known 


nation wide and Sigma Delta is proud to have taken part in it since its inception. This 


event provides volunteer help for the elderly and impaired who cannot take care of the 


tasks they are faced with. Sigma Delta is very proud of its commitment to the community 


of College Station. 


 One of the pledge requirements is a pledge project. This project is intended to 


create interaction between the student of Sigma Delta and its faculty. Each semester, a 


faculty pizza party is hosted. At this party, students have the opportunity to interact with 


faculty and learn more about Texas A&M’s mechanical engineering department. The 


pledge project builds on this requiring each pledge to provide some sort of work for a 


mechanical engineering professor in return for a small donation to the organization. In 


multiple situations, this interaction has led to research positions and more. 


The fall of 2009 started a fundraiser that was completed in the spring of 2010. For 


the fall, each pledge created a mechanical engineering design that could be used on t-


shirt. From these design, one was chosen, by popular vote, for the t-shirt sale in the 


spring. The shirt sold well and brought money to the society. 


In the spring of 2010, Sigma Delta was involved in the 89th annual national 


convention at Texas Tech University. Two members from Sigma Delta, Michael Levert 


and Peter Cowan, participated in the conventions activities. Along with the national 


convention, Sigma Delta had two induction banquets for its pledges. The fall banquet 


took place at the college station convention center with a presentation by Shell. The 


spring banquet took place on campus at the newly renovated Association of Former 


Students Center. Mustang provided the entertainment for that evening. 


As the final event of the year, Sigma Delta joined with Omega Chi Epsilon, the 


national chemical engineering honor society, to host the first ever “Leadership in the 







Professional Environment” presentation by Exxon Mobile. The meeting was catered by 


Rosa’s Tortilla Factory and was a big success. Sigma Delta hopes this meeting is the first 


of many joint ventures between Texas A&M University’s engineering honor societies. 


 


C. Other 


 


 Through corporate sponsorship, Sigma Delta was able attain $500 from BP for 


officer polos. These shirts were worn during the spring of 2010 and were the first officer 


shirts made by Sigma Delta in almost a decade. Due to BP’s recent issues, further 


funding of the officer shirts has been withdrawn but Sigma Delta hopes to find a 


replacement in the future. 


 The officers of Sigma Delta worked extremely hard to promote the ideals and 


standards Pi Tau Sigma holds. Below is a list of the officers and their positions within 


Sigma Delta over the past year. 


 


Advisor: Dr. Eric Petersen 


 


Fall 2009 


President: Chris Bily 


Vice President: Christine Weiblen 


Treasurer: Kyle Humphreys 


Recording Secretary: Travis Prochaska 


Corresponding Secretary: Eli Diaz 


Pledge Chair: Michael Levert 


Social Chair: Benjamin Volk 


Corporate Relations: Preston Lockwood 


Membership Chair: Peter Cowan 


Public Relations Chair: Miles Egbert 


Fundraising Chair: Kate Yoder 


Spring 2010 


President: Benjamin Volk 


Vice President: Michael Levert 


Treasurer: Kyle Humphreys 


Recording Secretary: Lauren Martin 


Corresponding Secretary: Eli Diaz 


Pledge Chair: John McElhany 


Social Chair: Matthew Lane 


Corporate Relations: Preston Lockwood 


Membership Chair: Peter Cowan 


Public Relations Chair: Miles Egbert 


Fundraising Chair: Kate Yoder


 


Without the work of these officers, Sigma Delta could not hope to be as successful as it 


has been. Their efforts are greatly appreciated. 





